1. Steve Jobs co-founded Apple with...
   ( ) Hank Zuckerberg  ( ) Larry Ellison
   ( ) Bill Gates  ( ) Steve Wozniak

2. Which of these statements about Steve Jobs’ life is UNTRUE? Steve Jobs...
   ( ) was adopted by Paul and Clara Jobs  ( ) dropped out of university after just one semester
   ( ) designed the circuit board for the iPad  ( ) earned only $1 a year as CEO of Apple

3. Steve Jobs also made a fortune building which movie studio?
   ( ) Pixar  ( ) Walt Disney
   ( ) Warner  ( ) Universal

4. Which firm did Steve Jobs criticise for making "un-innovative beige boxes"?
   ( ) Microsoft  ( ) Dell
   ( ) Samsung  ( ) Nokia

5. What product did Steve Jobs launch in October 2001?
   ( ) iPhone  ( ) iMac
   ( ) iPad  ( ) iPod
6. Which business did Steve Jobs set up after being fired by Apple in 1985?

(  ) NeXT
(  ) River Island
(  ) Answar Studios
(  ) iPod Technologies

7. Who succeeded Steve Jobs as CEO of Apple in 2011?

(  ) Thomas Cook
(  ) Tim Cook
(  ) Carl Timothy
(  ) Chris Thomas

8. The Macintosh computer was launched with a famous advert aired during which sporting event?

(  ) Super Bowl (1984)
(  ) Rugby League Grand Final (1986)
(  ) Olympics 100 Metres Final (1988)
(  ) Baseball World Series Playoff (1979)

9. How old was Steve Jobs when he finally lost his long battle with cancer?

(  ) 65
(  ) 56
(  ) 51
(  ) 47

10. In 2005 Steve Jobs suggested which mantra as a way for young people to leave their lives?

(  ) "Pick the road less travelled"
(  ) "Follow your dreams"
(  ) "Stay hungry, stay foolish"
(  ) "Don't look back in anger"
Answers

1 Steve Wozniak
2 designed the circuit board for the iPad
3 Pixar
4 Dell
5 iPod
6 NeXT
7 Tim Cook
8 Super Bowl (1984)
9 56
10 "Stay hungry, stay foolish"